We present a theoretical study of the ultraviolet ͑UV͒ optical properties of carbon nanotubes based on the local-density approximation in density functional theory and the generalized tight-binding approximation. Our calculations indicate that the absorption spectrum in the UV region depends strongly not only on nanotube diameter but also on chiral index. In zigzag nanotubes with even indices, peculiar features in the UV absorption spectrum emerge. In sharp contrast, these features are absent from the spectrum of zigzag nanotubes with odd indices. These spectral features are characteristic of interband transitions near the M point of the hexagonal Brillouin zone of graphene.
Carbon nanotubes 1 have attracted significant attention from the pure and applied sciences due to their unique structural and electronic properties. 2 One of the most fascinating aspects of nanotubes is that they exhibit either metallic or semiconducting electronic properties depending on their diameter and the atomic arrangement along their circumference. 3, 4 The unusual electronic properties of nanotubes open the possibility of fabricating superior nanometerscale electronic devices in which the nanotubes would be a key constituent. For instance, it has been demonstrated that individual semiconducting nanotubes can work as field-effect transistors with properties that depend strongly on the nanotube species and the metal electrode species. [5] [6] [7] Although knowledge of nanotube devices is steadily accumulating, difficulties in characterizing and extracting individual nanotubes slows the progress toward industrial applications.
For various applications, the use of nanotubes requires the characterization of the diameter and the chiral angle of each individual single-walled carbon nanotube. Optical spectroscopic techniques are one promising avenue for identifying and probing the geometric structure of nanotubes. The electronic structure of a nanotube, which is obtained by applying the discretization of the energy band of graphene, is directly affected by its atomic arrangement and diameter. Thus, careful investigation of the optical spectrum gives the geometric structure of individual nanotubes. Indeed, by comparing absorption spectra with electronic structures theoretically obtained, it is possible to identify not only the diameter but also the chiral index of each nanotube. The sensitive dependence of the low-energy ͑i.e., visible and near infrared͒ absorption spectrum on tube diameter has been experimentally demonstrated by Kataura et al. 8 More recently, detailed ultraviolet ͑UV͒ spectroscopic experiments also clearly indicate that the spectrum depends strongly on tube diameter. 9, 10 However, to our knowledge, 11, 12 the calculation of the UV absorption spectrum is not yet addressed. Furthermore, the origin of the features in the UV spectra are still unclear. 8, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] The purpose of this Brief Report is therefore to explain theoretically the optical properties of nanotubes in UV region. To quantitatively discuss interband UV transitions we study the absorption coefficient of nanotubes in which the eigenstates are evaluated using the first-principle total-energy calculation in the framework of density functional theory ͑DFT͒. We also find more peaks in the absorption spectrum for zigzag nanotubes with even indices compared with that for zigzag nanotubes with odd indices ͓see Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͔͒. To complement the DFT results we also investigate the absorption coefficient for nanotubes with diameters less than 14.0 Å. Our calculations indicate that peak shifts in the UV absorption spectrum also depends strongly on nanotube diameter as is the case for the low-energy absorption spectrum. The calculated shifts in the spectral peaks agree to an excellent degree with those observed experimentally. The results of the calculation indicate that the interband transition significantly affects the UV absorption spectrum of nanotubes.
To obtain one-electron states of individual nanotubes, we perform first-principle calculations using the local-density approximation ͑LDA͒ within the density functional theory. 18, 19 For the exchange-correlation energy between electrons, we use a functional 20 fitted to the Monte Carlo results for a homogeneous electron gas. 21 Norm-conserving pseudopotentials generated using the Troullier-Martins scheme are adopted to describe the electron-ion interaction. 22, 23 The valence wave functions are expanded using the plane-wave basis set with a cutoff energy of 49 Ry, making the relative total energies of carbon-related materials sufficiently convergent. 22, 24 We adopt a supercell model in which a nanotube is situated with its wall separated from the walls of adjacent nanotubes by about 7.0 Å. The conjugategradient minimization scheme is utilized both for the electronic-structure calculation and for the geometry optimization. 25 The lattice-parameter c is fixed during the structural optimization. In the optimized geometry, atoms are subjected to a force of less than 0.001 Hartree/a.u. integration over the one-dimensional Brillouin zone is carried out using the eight k points. The actual calculations were carried out using the Tokyo ab initio program package ͑TAPP͒. 26, 27 In addition to the LDA in DFT we also use the tightbinding approximation to obtain the comprehensive electronic structure of the nanotubes. Here, 2s and 2p states of the carbon atom are used as the basis set to discuss therehybridization induced by the nanotube curvature. Transfer and overlap integrals between neighboring atomic orbitals are suitably distance dependent in order to reproduce the electronic band structure for not only occupied states but also unoccupied states of various atomic configurations of the carbon atom. 28 Furthermore, the nonorthogonality of the atomic orbitals on neighboring sites is fully taken into account. We set the cutoff radius to 4.0 Å in the tight-binding parameter set.
The absorption coefficient of the nanotubes, ␣͑͒, is evaluated by calculating
where e is the light polarization vector, p is the electron momentum, V is the unit cell volume, is the photon energy, ⑀ c ͑k͒ and ⑀ v ͑k͒ are one-electron energies at momentum k for valence and conduction band electrons, respectively, and ͉k , c͘ and ͉k , v͘ are eigenstates in the valence and conduction band, respectively. In this work, we focus on optical interband transitions with the light-polarization vector parallel to the tube axis. Figures 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒ show the optical absorption spectra calculated using the LDA in the DFT of zigzag nanotubes possessing even and odd indices, respectively. We find clear features at about 4 and 5.5 eV in the absorption spectrum of zigzag nanotubes with even indices ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. These features are found only for the even-index nanotubes and are absent from the absorption spectrum of zigzag nanotubes with odd indices ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. We expect that the differences in the absorption spectra of nanotubes with even or odd indices reflect the electronic structure of individual nanotubes since absorption spectra are determined by energy-band dispersion.
To elucidate this issue, we focus on the electronic structure of zigzag nanotubes. In Figs. 1͑c͒ and 1͑d͒ we show the electronic structure of zigzag nanotubes with chiral indices ͑10,0͒ and ͑9,0͒, which are chosen as representative of zigzag nanotubes with even and odd chiral indices. By comparing these two electronic structures, we find a substantial difference at 2 eV above and below the Fermi level, where a pair of relatively flat dispersion bands ͓indicated by arrows in Fig. 1͑c͔͒ appear in the electronic structure of the ͑10,0͒ nanotube. No such state is present for the ͑9,0͒ nanotube ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒. The flat dispersion bands arise from the energy band of and ‫ء‬ electrons along the two adjacent M points, M 2 and M 3 , in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of graphene ͓see Fig. 1͑e͔͒ .
Analysis of the ͑10,0͒ nanotube band structure reveals the origin of the characteristic two-peak structure of the absorption spectrum of zigzag nanotubes with even indices, which comes from the interband transition between the and ‫ء‬ bands at the X and ⌫ points, where they have relatively flat dispersion, resulting in the high-and low-energy features, respectively. Thus, the UV absorption spectrum exhibits spectral features that are characteristic of nanotubes with odd or even chiral indices.
In addition to the features in the UV absorption spectrum depending on chirality, we also find that they are sensitive to nanotube diameter. As clearly shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ , the absorption peaks near 4.0 and 5.5 eV shift to higher energy with increasing nanotube diameter. The blueshift reflects the modulation of energy gap between the and ‫ء‬ bands, both of which exhibit relatively flat dispersion at the X and at ⌫ points: a decrease in curvature results in an upward shift for the ‫ء‬ band and a downward shift for the band. 29 The calculated energy gap at the X point is shown in Fig. 1͑f͒ as a function of nanotube diameter. The gap increases with increasing the tube diameter supporting the suggestion that the characteristic absorption features result from -‫ء‬ transitions. Indeed, the gap at X point of nanotubes excellently agrees with the adsorption spectra peak at around 4 eV indicating the fact that the curvature effects are totally ascribed to the interband transition.
Our DFT calculations for zigzag nanotubes indicate that the interband transition is responsible for the significant features in the UV absorption spectrum. To complement the results obtained by first-principle calculations, we use tightbinding calculations to study the absorption spectrum of carbon nanotubes of with diameters less than 14 Å. Figure 2 shows the absorption coefficient as a function of energy calculated using the tight-binding approximation for ͑10, m͒ and ͑9,m͒ nanotubes. We find that the UV spectral features allow the separation of the spectra into four classes. The first class contains the ͑10, m͒ nanotubes with even index m, which display three distinct features of which one depends strongly on the chirality. In this class, the peak in the absorption coefficient shifts from 3.5 to 4.5 eV with increasing index m or chiral angle. In sharp contrast, the remaining two features, which are almost degenerate at approximately 4.7 eV, are insensitive to chiral angle. The other three classes consist of the ͑10, m͒ nanotubes with odd index m and ͑9,m͒ nanotubes with either odd or even indices. These classes display only one absorption feature in the UV region attributed to an M point. Among these three latter classes of nanotubes, a significant dependence on chiral angle occurs only in ͑9,m͒ nanotubes with even index m where the peak also shifts from 3.5 to 4.5 eV with increasing chiral angle.
The characteristics of the UV spectra are attributed to wave vectors that contain the M point in the two-dimensional hexagonal Brillouin zone of graphene. In the case of nanotubes whose indices are all even, the three UV features arise from the three independent M points allowed on the discretized wave vector of the Brillouin zone of graphene. On the other hand, the remaining three nanotubes classes involve only one of the three M points. The wave vector of nanotubes with odd-even index, even-odd index, and odd-odd index contains the points M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 of the Brillouin zone of graphene, respectively. Among these three distinct M points, the UV absorption feature ascribed to M 1 point exhibits a substantial dependence on chiral angle. Indeed, the peak shift from 3.5 to 4.5 eV discussed above is only observed in ͑n , m͒ nanotubes with even index m. We note that a dipole moment between the and ‫ء‬ electrons at the M 3 point vanishes in the armchair nanotubes. Furthermore, by increasing the chiral angle the three distinct features in the UV absorption spectrum approach 4.7 eV, which corresponds to the energy gap between and ‫ء‬ states at the M point of graphene.
Experimentally observed absorption spectra, however, are averaged over a number of nanotubes with varying chirality. Thus, to compare theoretical and experimental spectra, we take a simple sum of the spectra of all nanotubes with diam- Figure 3 shows the averaged absorption spectra for nanotubes with d =6 Åϳ 13 Å calculated by using the tight-binding approximation. We find that features in UV region tend to shift to higher energy with increasing the tube diameter. This trend qualitatively agrees with that observed experimentally in absorption spectra. 10 Thus we conclude that the dependence of the experimental UV absorption spectra on nanotube diameter is at least partly caused by the interband transition at and around the M point of graphene.
In summary, using both first-principle and tight-binding calculations, we study the UV optical properties of carbon nanotubes. For zigzag nanotubes with even indices, our firstprinciple calculations show two substantial features in UV region, whereas these features are absent from the absorption spectrum of zigzag nanotubes with odd indices. These features arise from interband transitions between the relatively low-dispersion bands discretized from the M-M lines in the hexagonal Brillouin zone of graphene. In addition, the features are found to shift to higher energy with increasing tube diameter. Tight-binding calculations also indicate that the peaks in the absorption spectrum originate from interband transitions near the M point. Moreover, we find a dependence of the UV absorption spectrum on the parity of the chiral index. We expect that combining our results with the low-energy spectral signatures of the 3n Ϯ 1 family will lead to a more accurate characterization of nanotubes.
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